The Line in Space - Mission 4 - 11211.13

Summary:  The Jarrow carrying the away team have landed safely on Leewlen II to investigate a large metallic object.  Meanwhile back on the Claymore the first probe was beamed to the coordinates.  Now the bridge crew begin the start-up and deployment procedures.

********************* Resume Mission *******************

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Down in engineering, working with the control console for the sensor pallets.  At her feet her daughter quietly plays::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Sets his tricorder to scan and links it to the heads-up display in his helmet;  begins looking for an entrance to this (presumed) ship::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Carefully ensures her bag is in place firmly across her shoulder, then with a final glance in Hawk's direction, she turns away in the EVA suit, follows Damrok out of the Jarrow::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Gets up moving out of Kendal's way and back over to the middle chair for now::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Slings his carbine off his shoulder and into his hands, checking its settings as he makes his way forward on the ice shelf, careful of his footing::
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Sits at the primary tactical station on the bridge, watching over scan results and wishing they weren't so limited::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::At Ops station 2 monitoring the probe.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Carefully picks her way across the ice, somewhat accustomed to various precarious footings, but not so accustomed to traversing them in EVA suits.  She holds her tricorder in one hand, trying to get any clearer reading on the lifesign::

ACTION:  The Probes two radiation collectors complete the long process of unfolding and locking into position.  Energy readings begin to display on the Kladenets that the probe is now operating on radiation panel power and not internal batteries.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  There's an access door to aft here.... ::Picks his way forward, changing his path slightly toward the apparent access door::  I'm still reading that lifesign.  It's faint, but we should be prepared for any contingency.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods once, then realizes the gesture is probably anything but easy to makeout through the ill-fitting suit, and replies verbally instead:: CTO: Acknowledged.  ::Mentally follows with a "though not entirely understood," as she grudgingly accepts that she's here on the off-chance whatever's alive in there needs help, instead of a meal::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*Bridge*:  I have incoming telemetry, you should as well.  And it should be clear now.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: Whatever it is, it's moving... Trying to get a better idea of just how.
OPS LtJG Kendal says:
::At the MDS panel in the rear of the bridge, keeping track of the Kladenets' power levels and internal systems.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*Bridge*:  Data suggests Leewlen II has recently exited a global ice age.  There are lush jungles forming in the southern hemisphere.  Northern is still on the cold side.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: What's our status Lieutenant?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: Near as I can tell...it appears to be...pacing back and forth, moving from one location to another.  ::Moves slightly aside from Damrok as they approach the aft access, keeping a favorable angle in case something jumps out at them::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Walks up to the hatch and inspects it with his tricorder::  CMO:  I didn't see any communications equipment active in the vessel, but our scans are partially blocked.  Do you think it would be advisable to attempt to hail the vessel in some way?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As she gives half an ear to her daughter's quiet chatter as she talks with her doll, she compiles general information about the system and planet from the probe.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Shrugs - again imperceptible within the suit - and responds verbally:: CTO: What's the wor---- ::Presses her lips together firmly:: Scratch that.  I agree it would be advisable to make the attempt. Might be better than taking whatever - or whoever - it is by surprise.
OPS LtJG Kendal says:
::Monitors the away team's comm line and checks the ship's transporter status.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *CSO*: Noted Commander.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  Agreed.  I know how I would react to people suddenly coming aboard my craft if I felt I were marooned, alone, on an inhospitable planet.  ::Takes out his tricorder and begins tapping at a few buttons, and mentally begins preparing a little introductory::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns to Foster::  CNS: Are you able to detect anything on the Vroa in the area?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Observes Damrok for a moment, then slowly approaches the side of the ship, pressing her gloved hand tangibly against the side of the vessel, almost as if expected to gain some new sense of information in the physical contact::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Transmits::  COMM: Vessel:  To any individuals aboard this vessel -- I am Lieutenant Commander Aalet Damrok of the Federation starship ::Begins to make the hard "k" sound, but has to hesitate and slur it a moment to change direction from "Claymore" to "Kladenets"::.  We are on a mission of exploration, and wish to make contact.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@COM: Vessel:  Please respond, if you are able.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Brings up the sensors and looks for any Vroa activity.::  CO:  Checking now, so far nothing I can see.

ACTION:  Probe one begins its first diagnostics on internal system.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*Bridge*: There are eight active volcanoes at the moment causing issues with their atmosphere.  The carbon dioxide is helping to keep it warm while the ashes want to keep it cool.  Expect violent tremors as common.  Massive storms throughout the planet due to the imbalance of the atmosphere.  Away teams area looks stable.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Waits pensively for any signs of response, either visually, or on her tricorder, monitoring the situation::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CNS: Acknowledged.  Keep monitoring Counselor

ACTION:  Probe one sends data points and communications checks to the Kladenets.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Glances to Raeyld, though she very likely can't see it due to his helmet...begins to take readings, trying to determine whether or not the communications are being received::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*Bridge*: They are about thirteen kilometers north of a jungle, near an area still retreating from the ice.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: If this doesn't work, we could always try something a little less technically.  ::Taps the edge of her tricorder against the hull, causing the softest, slightest tap in the hull:: Old-fashioned S-O-S?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: Or rather...what's the opposite of that?
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Keeps a close watch on the sensors looking for anything out of the ordinary.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps her commbadge::  *CSO*: Let's hope that stability stays consistent at least while our team is there.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  Nothing to indicate our communiqué is being received.   ::Nods, then tilts his head a moment::  S-O-S?  I'm not sure if I understand.

ACTION: Probe one indicates it’s ready to communicate with Deep Space 3.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Kendal what's our system status?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Captain, the probe is not reading anything of significance in this system.  There is little strategic materials on Leewlen II or the asteroid belts.  Nothing to warrant exploration.  It could be used as an energy gathering point if someone wants to set it up.  However everything would need extra radiation protection and a safe place to put it.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: An old Terran tradition. A method of communicating via taps. S-O-S indicating a cry for help...although the exact connection between the letters and the message, I'm a little unclear.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: Do we try it?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  In about 2.5 years, Leewlen I and Leewlen III will align with Leewlen II in the middle.  You can imagine the problems that will cause.  I would not want to be one of the life forms on the planet.  Imagine things now and at least triple the byproduct.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Pauses momentarily, wondering what Raeyld might know of old Terran traditions, but doesn't much care from where the information came::  CMO:  A sound idea.  ::Forgoes apologies for the unintentional pun, as well::  Let's try it.
OPS LtJG Kendal says:
CO: Systems are green ma'am.  Inertial dampeners are on maximum, so the turbulance should still be fairly minimal.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods her head and raises an eyebrow at the comment as if Senn could see her::  *CSO*: Not something I would want to be around for.  So why is there a vessel on the planet if there is nothing there of use.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods, the pun itself slipping past her, as she nods, then presses her tricorder once more against the hull, holding it in place, before she begins a rhythmic tapping. The chances of the lifeform within being directly familiar with the Morse-code SOS are near infinitesimal.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Noted Lieutenant.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Continue monitoring for radiation.  We have sickbay on standby as well.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::But any pattern would hopefully indicate there was intelligent - and polite - company waiting outside. So she proceeds with an old-fashioned S-O-S::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Without more info on the ship, I can only make an inference.  It might just have been unlucky.  This system has heavy gravity wells on top of large solar winds, making the system very hostile.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Examines his readings closely for any apparent change in the being's behavior::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Agreed Commander.  That is definitely a plausible scenario at this point.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Removes the tricorder from the hull, and observes:: CTO: Well, that seems to gotten their attention, at least.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: But it may be possible the lifeform is unable to respond.
DS3 OPS says:
COMM: USS Kladenets:  Captain T'Shara probe one is now online and communicating with Deep Space 3.  We have good data readings.  You are free to move of the next set of coordinates for probe two deployment.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  Quite true.  ::Listens for a moment more, hoping for a response, but decides it is imperative they proceed as though the being is in a state of distress::  We should enter.  ::Continues scanning for any sign of a response::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: At least they know we're coming...?  ::With a bit of doubt to her voice that it's necessarily a good or bad thing::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: Agreed.  You're point?
OPS LtJG Kendal says:
::Reads a screen with a nice round 40 on it:: CO:  Per the CMO's recommended safe withdrawal time we have forty minutes on the clock ma'am.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  Of course.  ::Thinks that at least things are relatively simple and efficient on an away team comprised merely of the two of them are concerned, and walks up to the hatch handle, operating it::

@ACTION:  The Life form begins to move again.  This time slowly to the access door.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Shakes her head::  *CO*:  I am still not able to pick up much on the vessel other then it is about three-quarters the size of a defiant class ship.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Shifts cautiously to the other side of the door, drawing her phaser, though keeping it at medium stun and pointed down for now::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Understood.  We will have to wait and get more information from the away team then.

@ACTION:  Damrok slowly opens the access door.  The dark interior is only lite in few locations, by oil lamps and a large fire pit in the center of the open room.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Acknowledged Lieutenant.  Let's hope the away team finishes before we run out of time.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*CO*:  Captain, we're preparing to enter the vessel.  We read one lifesign aboard -- attempting to make contact and render assistance if necessary.
CSO Cmdt Senn says:
*CO*:  I am pretty much done down here.  Unless you need me on the bridge, I will be in science working on the probes data and preparing a general report.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Takes a peek around the edge of the door, looking for line of sight on the lifeform, as well as anything sensors can reveal::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COMM: DS3 OPS: This is Captain T'Shara acknowledged.  Be advised we still have an away team on the surface of Leewlen II investigating an unknown object.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Reviews the tricorder, quietly:: CTO: Looks like it's coming to meet us...

@ACTION: Inside the dimly lit room debris and decking compacted from a hard landing litter the floor.   Hanging from the wall are large fur pelts and chunks of meat hang over the small fire in the center of the room.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged Commander.  Take any and all precautions.  We have 40 minutes remaining on our window.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Taps a button on the wrist of his suit, enabling the external speaker::  Aloud:  We are Starfleet officers...we are on a mission of exploration, and seek permission to come aboard.  We are willing and able to render assistance if necessary.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CNS: Take the helm and plot a course to Leewlen II.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Brings her tricorder to bear as she follows Damrok, hoping to get a better reading on the lifeform now that the door has been opened::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Logs off his console and moves to the helm.::  CO:  Yes Captain.  ::Logs onto the console and lays in a course for Leewlen II.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Aye, Commander proceed to science then.

@ACTION:  A small form walks out from a dark corridor on the opposite side of the room.  Small tufts of hair hand down from his chin.  Large ridges over each eye and behind his ears are noticeable.  He carries two objects.  One in each hand.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Shuts off his external speaker for the moment, speaking to Raeyld over his comm channel::  CMO:  Any readings on that meat?  Do we know what it's from?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
CNS: Engage full impulse Mr. Foster.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Setting things back to automatic, she slips off the chair and reaches down for Gladwyn::  Daughter:  Let us go see what is up in the lab and I will make you some lunch.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Stays where he is, just inside the door, keeping Raeyld outside for the moment, and slings his weapon over his shoulder, holding up his hands, and speaking cordially::  Aloud:  We mean you no harm.  We only wish to know whether you require assistance.  ::Peers into the darkness, trying to get identification on the lifeform with his tricorder:
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Hands move across the panel as he presses the needed buttons.::  CO:  Full impulse, aya,
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Draws a breath, trying to simply accept Damrok's natural job as protector, even though what little is still alive in her would rather go straight to a possibly hurt being herself. She waits, quietly, peering around Damrok toward the being within::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Letting the chief know they were done, the pair heads for the lift and a few levels up to the lab.::

ACTION:  The Kladenets banks and begins the 10 minute journey to Leewlen II.   Massive gravity wells fling the defiant class from time to time.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits back in her chair, watching the viewscreen::
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
Outloud: Ellu va tan.  ::Points the objects in the direction of the door.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Keeping their feet from the occasional sudden rocking, they make it to the lab.  Heading for the back room, she orders lunch from the replicator.:: *CNS*:  Are you needed on the bridge for much longer or can you take a break?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Dials his tricorder in on the objects the being is holding::  CMO:  He may want us to back up a bit.  Universal translator doesn't seem to be having any luck.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Taps the button to toggle the external suit speaker::  Aloud:  If you would like us to leave, we will go.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods, still reading her tricorder:: CTO: Those would seem to be high-energy and armed.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
Outloud: Ellu va tan.  ::Moves to the fire then stops still pointing the objects in the direction of the door.::

ACTION:  The Kladenets is hit by a gravity well forming and the crew is shaken a bit.

Fel Va Tola Tan says:
Outloud: Umat toulo va ellu!
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Tilts his head back::  CMO:  Let's...accede, at least to a degree.  ::Takes a few steps back, hoping Raeyld follows suit::  Any lifesign readings?  Is it injured?
OPS LtJG Kendal says:
::Is not stirred by being shaken::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Watches the sensors, trying to avoid hitting some of the larger gravity well.::  *CSO*:  Sorry kinda tied up at the moment flying the ship.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
Outloud: Umat toulo va ellu.  ::Holds his hand in the air.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods slowly, taking a slow step back, eyeing the man, struck by the language barrier::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Holds onto her chair as the ship shakes::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Holding onto the counter, she looks down to see Gladwyn wrapped around her leg.  She does not blame her daughter.::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CO: ETA for Leewlen II is 2 minutes.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods::  CNS: Acknowledged Counselor
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Her voice rather happy:: *CNS*:  Hmmm... so, you are looking at a career change.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Edges back to where he started -- outside the door, nearby the manual release::  Aloud:  We do not wish to harm you.  ::A bit frustrated by the lack of translation::
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
Outloud: Umat toulo in the sky.  ::Points the object in his left hand at Raeyld and Damrok slightly walking towards them.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*CO*:  Damrok to Kladanets.  If you are receiving, I'd like some assistance translating the language the being seems to be-- ::Halts as some of the words come through clearly::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Takes the replicated meal of fruits, veggies and nuts over to the small table and helps her daughter into a chair.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CTO: He doesn't appear to be injured....not presently, at leas-- ::Cuts off a moment as he begins to point an object at them once more::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Hands gripped on the console as the ship shakes he smiles.::  *CSO*:  Not sure if this is the best job for me, can't keep us on a smooth path it seems.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Fel:  In the sky?
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
Outloud: Ellu in land.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods slowly, although she's still speaking from around Damrok:: Tan: We...we're from the sky.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns to Kendal::  OPS: Kendal get on that immediately.  We need to know what is being said.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Whispers:: CTO: Permission to remove my helmet, commander. Might help to present a more "familiar" face.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Fel:  Did your ship crash?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Hears Foster's remark::  CNS: You are doing fine Mr. Foster given the gravity wells and other factors against you.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@Outloud: Fell from in the sky.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CNS*:  Not your fault on that one.  Just don't get pulled into one of the gravity wells. ::Teasingly::  They are the pits to get out of.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  Let's both.  ::Slowly, very carefully releases the seal, and takes off his helmet::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CNS*:  I will wait for you for lunch.
OPS LtJG Kendal says:
::Nods and reprioritizes the universal translator in the ship's computer, giving it more processing power and hopefully translating faster.  He then begins cross-referencing the words that have already been translated against all known languages, starting with this area of space and working out::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods slowly and releases the seal on her helmet, instinctively taking one last breath of "normal" air, before removing the helmet from her head::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Looks to the being with an assured smile, if a little bit on the nervy side::  Fel:  You fell from in the sky...  How did this happen?
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::Moves closer to Damrok pointing the device at him.::  Outloud: Tola Tam.  Me.  Fell from in the sky.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Presses her hand to her chest:: Tan: Doctor Raeyld.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: We are working on it Commander.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Fel:  Tola Tam... ::Points to himself::  Aalet Damrok.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CO:  Thank you captain.  *CSO*:  I will join you as soon as I can.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::His head turning slightly.::  Outloud: Happen.  Attack.  Vroa Attack.   From in the sky.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::A slight smile on her face at Foster::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Jolted, as if by an electric shock, his expression darkening::  Tola:  Vroa?  When?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Glances at the countdown timer on her tricorder:: Tan: Can we...take you home?
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@Outloud: Time.  Time..   ::Draws lines in the dust with his finger.::  Time?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Leaving her daughter to her lunch and the doll who is joining her, she heads back into the main room and over to the computer to look over the probes telemetry.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Tola:  Time.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@Outloud: Time.  ::Draws more characters in the dust.::  Time?  ::Nods.:: Home.  ::Runs out of the room down the corridor.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Continues to listen to the conversation, and pauses in thought for a moment at the mention of the Vroa.  So Senn and her idea were right it was struck down by something or in this case something.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Sighs a bit:: CTO: Speaking of time, Commander... We're running out of it.
CO Capt_TShara says:
::taps her commbadge::  *CSO*: Looks like our theory was partially right Commander.  From what I am getting from the conversation on the planet the ship they found was attacked by the Vroa and that's how it came to be there.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::Runs back into the room carrying a large bag.::  Outloud:  Home.  We go in the sky.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CMO:  I understand.... ::Looks at the countdown timer on his tricorder::  ...but this may be an important opportun-- ::Looks up, blinking::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Then I take it there were survivors.  Odd, they attacked the ship and then just left it.  ::Her voice peters out.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Tola:  We will take you home.  ::Smiles::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Breathes a sigh of relief:: CTO: ...but perhaps an opportunity better taken back aboard the Kladenets...?
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::Smiles.::  Outloud: Home.  ::Points out the door and slightly upward.::  In the sky.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Agreed.  Aye, it looks like one survivor.  I don't know much more than that.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Ahhh, captain.  You need to see this.  The probe is now reading between five and eight light years toward the next sector.  There are at least thirty new systems not seen by us before.  Makes being on this ship almost worth it.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Tola:  Follow us.  We will help.  ::Puts his helmet back on, and leads the way toward the Jarrow::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
TO: Are you detecting any other vessels in the area?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*CO*:  Captain, the survivor has requested that we return him home...wherever that might be.  We're guiding him back to the Jarrow.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Any detailed information?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Not yet.  I should have something more for you in a couple of hours.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Understood.  I've moved the Kladenets in orbit around Leewlen II.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Moves away from the door with Damrok, but waits for Tola to move out before heading back toward  the Jarrow herself::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: I look forward to seeing it Commander.  ::The explorer and scientist in her speaking::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*CAG*:  Damrok to Hawk.  Prepare the Jarrow;  we're getting out of here.
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::Exits the craft and spits on it.::  Outloud: Home in the....  ::Stops and looks at the Jarrow with a stunned look.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Good dinner talk :: smiles as she unconsciously leans closer to her screen, her fingers flowing over the keyboard.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Pauses with hesitation as the lifeform seems --- intimidated? Surprised? Startled? Antagonized? --- by the sight of the Jarrow::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Commander do we need to have medical ready for your return?
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::Running to the Jarrow and running his furry fingers across the hull.::  Outloud: Real..  ::Begins to cry.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CSO*: Your on Commander.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Frowns slightly at first, at the Captain's words, but she's roused from her reveries by Tan's reaction. Slowly she approaches him::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::A slight smile comes across her face::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*CO*:  No, we should only need standard...post-away-mission...  ::Trails off, feeling a bit heavy in his chest as he sees this poor, shipwrecked man clutch the object of his salvation::  ...checkups.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Looks to Raeyld and smiles, mutedly::  CMO:  ...I knew there was a reason I was in this line of work.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Smiles genuinely at Damrok's comment, and, helmet still in one arm, she approaches Tan, and gently rests a hand on his elbow:: Tan: Let's go home.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Understood.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Continues on into the Jarrow::
Fel Va Tola Tan says:
@::Regaining some composure and enters the Strange ship.::

******************************** Pause Mission *******************************
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